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Dear Council Members:
Thank you for providing me with the opportunity to speak to you last week. I would like to use
time to communicate my thoughts to you in writing.
During the last meeting, a member of your Council, Don Strait, suggested that more time be
committed to studying the transportation sector and I could not agree more. We all know, 40%
of all GHG emmissions are caused by the transportation sector and making improvements here
would give us all a “Bigger Bang for our Buck”! Ironically, almost concurrent with your meeting,
the US Department of Energy published the following fact on their website;
FACT #948: OCTOBER 24, 2016 CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS FROM
TRANSPORTATION EXCEEDED THOSE FROM THE ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR FOR
THE FIRST TIME IN 38 YEARS

SOURCE OF DATA HERE

The Transportation Sector and its related “Wedges” remain a real problem. We have again entered into
a period of cheaper petroleum prices and as one would expect, the trend above is now getting worse.
Don Strait is correct; your membership needs to provide more focus on the Transportation area to
achieve immediate and interim emission targets.
LPGAS MAGAZINE Feature Article “What a Ride” (Addendum)
In this feature article of one of our major trade magazines, the article studies how the school bus market
has become one of the industry’s greatest success stories. I was extremely proud to point out that the
State of Connecticut harbors the fourth largest fleet of propane buses in the nation with the City of
Waterbury’s recent adoption of 149 propane powered school buses.
PROPANE NOW THE US’ SECOND LARGEST PETROLEUM PRODUCT EXPORT (Addendum)
Although this may be great news if you are a company who exports propane, it is disconcerting if you
are a domestic marketer of propane. At the moment, we have more propane than we know what to do
with so the excess is now being exported when it could be used to displace gasoline and diesel fuel with
an environmental benefit to our nation. Keeping propane at home will create jobs and domestic
prosperity if we can expands its use in the transportation sector.

PRIDE STATION – JENNINGS ROAD – HARTFORD CT
It was a pleasure to introduce Jim Channing, Chief Counsel for Pride Stores of Springfield MA. The new
station they are building is unique and we believe a first of its kind on the entire Eastern Seaboard.
What makes this project special is its commitment to alternative fuels. The alternative fuels available at
this station will be;





Hydrogen offered by a joint venture of Toyota and Air Liquide
Propane offered by Hocon Gas
EV Charging Stations
A reserve island(s) for natural gas

We are proud to be part of this project and we hope that state, municipal and private fleets will
appreciate the conveniences of these alternative fuels under one roof and support it in the future.

Sincerely,

T. Michael Morrissey
Director of Government Affairs – Business Development

** PROPANE ~ THE CLEANEST FOSSIL FUEL KNOWED TO MANKIND **
Why Propane Makes Sense Now








It is a clean fuel containing no harmful methane molecules and its related
infrastructure allows no tolerance for leaks.
It is the third leading transportation fuel in the world with over 25 million vehicles
operating on it today.
It is abundant and almost 100% of it is produced in our nation. Almost 75% of it is
harvested from the same underground natural gas reserves. Unlike natural gas
which requires an infrastructure of pipelines, it is economically available to
everyone everywhere due to its portability nature.
It is non-toxic and insoluble in water & presents no hazards to soil or
groundwater.
It is a premium transportation fuel offering an octane rating of 105 allowing better
engine performance and long term engine durability.
It is flexible and can be used for both on road and off road applications.

ADDENDUM

